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Unofficial translation  

 

 

LAW No. ___ of __________ 

 

Regarding the Evaluation of Performance and Career of Judges 

 

 

Parliament enacts the present organic law. 

 

Chapter 1 

MAIN PROVISIONS 

 

 

Article 1. The Purpose of Law  

(1) The present law follows the creation of an objective, impartial and transparent 

mechanism for the evaluation of judicial integrity (verification of conflicts of interest, substantial 

differences, personal interests), of evaluating the professionals capacities, of promotion, as well 

as increasing the level of confidence in justice. 

(2) Judges shall be evaluated by the Judges’ Performance and Career Evaluation Board 

(hereinafter – Evaluation Board), the evaluation having as a purpose the determination of  judges’ 

level of knowledge and professional skills, as well as the capacity to apply theoretical  knowledge 

and abilities needed for practicing the judicial profession, establishing weaknesses of judges’ 

activities, incentivising the trends to improve professional skills and increasing the efficiency of 

judges’ activity at the individual and at the courts’ level, the verification of conflicts of interests, 

of substantial differences, personal interests (hereinafter – interests) in compliance with the 

provisions of Law No. 325/2013 on evaluation of institutional integrity, with Law on Integrity 

No. 82/2017 and with the provisions of Law No.133 on declaration of wealth and personal 

interests.  

 

 

Article 2. The Objectives of Judicial Evaluation 

(1) The judicial evaluation is conducted by the Board for Judicial Evaluation and Career. 

(2) The results of judges’ evaluation are used for: 

a)  Prevention and combating corruption in the judicial system; 

b)  Identification and exclusion of risk factors; 

c) Organization of adequate judicial professional training (determining professional 

training directions, improvement of continuing legal education programs, and selection of 

training formats); 

d) Objective determination of the degree of judges’ compliance with the positions they 

hold or seek for during their career; 

e)  Ensuring an objective comparison among more judges in cases of promotion; 

f)  Incentivising judges to increase their professional development and skills; 

g)  Improving courts management; 

h)  Formulating proposals to grant judges qualification ranks. 
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Article 3. The Forms of Judicial Evaluation  

(1) The evaluation of judges in conducted in the following forms:  

a) Regular evaluation;  

b) Extraordinary evaluation;  

c) Evaluation of performances; 

d) Evaluation of interests. 

(2) The judges are subject to regular performance evaluation once in five (5) years. In case 

the judge’s performance is rated as “insufficient”, as a result of evaluation, the judge is subject 

to extraordinary evaluation within the timeframe set by the Evaluation Board. Granting the rating 

as “insufficient”, as a result of performance evaluation at two consecutive evaluations shall 

constitute the basis of initiating, by the Superior Council of Magistracy, of the judge’s dismissal 

procedure. Granting the “negative” rating, as a result of evaluating the interests, shall constitute 

the basis of initiating, by the Superior Council of Magistracy, of dismissal procedure in relation 

to the judge.   

(3) The judge is subject to performance evaluation in an extraordinary manner, either by 

his/her own initiative, or in case of obtaining the “insufficient” rating during the regular 

evaluation.  

(4) The judge is subject to the evaluation of interests at his/her own initiative, upon the 

request of the majority of members of the Superior Council of Magistracy, upon the request of 

either the member of the Evaluation Board or the Member of the Monitoring Committee. 

(5) The judge is also subject to performance evaluation in an extraordinary manner in 

case of:  

a) Appointment in the position before reaching the age tenure;  

b) Promotion to a higher court;  

c) Appointment as president or vice-president of the court;  

d) Transfer to another court of the same level or to a lower court.  

(6) In cases provided for by paragraph (5) letter. b)-d), the extraordinary performance 

evaluation shall not be conducted, if in the last two (2) years the judge has been subjected to 

regular evaluation, the judge was to be subjected to the evaluation of interests.  

(7) The judge’s performance evaluation is initiated:  

a) By the president of the court where the judges who is to be subjected to evaluation, 

works – in cases provided for by paragraph (2);  

b) Either by the judge who requests the performance’ evaluation, or by the members of 

the Superior Council of Magistracy, ex officio or at the proposal of the judicial inspector, or by 

the president of the court – in cases provided for at paragraph (3);  

c) By the members of the Superior Council of Magistracy or by the President of the court 

where the judges works, with the indication of reasons for what the evaluation is needed – in 

cases provided for by paragraph (5).  

(7) Notwithstanding the conditions that were at the basis of initiating the judge’s 

performance evaluation, the judge will be subjected later to the performance evaluation and to 

the interests’ evaluation procedures. 

(8) The performance evaluation shall be conducted within a separate interests’ evaluation 

procedure. 
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Article 4. The Procedure of Evaluating Judges’ Performance and Interests  

(1) In the process of evaluating judges’ performance and interests, a complex analysis of 

judges’ professional activity, personal qualities, improvement of their professional 

performances, increasing the efficiency of courts’ activities and of public trust, maintaining and 

strengthening the quality of judicial system shall be followed.  

(2) The detailed procedure and criteria of performance and interests’ evaluation are set 

forth in the Regulations of the Superior Council of Magistracy, published in Monitorul Oficial 

(Official Gazette) of the Republic of Moldova and on the Council’s web page. The Regulations 

shall be drafted taking into account the provisions of Law No. 325/2013 on the evaluation of 

institutional integrity, of Law on Integrity No. 82/2017 and of the provisions of Law No.133 on 

declarations of assets and personal interests.  

(3) The procedure of judges’ performance evaluation shall comply with the principle of 

legal certainty, the principle of legal expectations and other fundamental principles, to create 

conditions for an objective and multidimensional evaluation of judges’ professional activity. 

The normative acts regarding the judges’ performance and interests’ evaluation shall provide 

for expressly and in detail:  

a) The extension limits of judges’ performance and interests’ evaluation;  

b) The methodology, procedure şi duration of judges’ performance and interests’ 

evaluation;  

c) Evaluation criteria, performance indicators and the ones on identification of interests 

of judges’ activity;  

d) The information sources and means of collecting the information needed to evaluate 

the judges’ performance and interests.  

 

Article 5. Confidentiality of Information  

Members of the Evaluation Board, members of the Monitoring Committee as well as the 

members of the Superior Council of Magistracy, who learned data and information that is not 

public or that constitute state secret, banking secret, commercial or tax secret are obliged not to 

disclose it within the exercise of their duties as well as after their termination. 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 

THE SELECTION AND MONITORING COMMITTEE 

 

 

Article 6. Selection and Monitoring Committee 

The Selection and Monitoring Committee (hereinafter referred to as – the Committee) is a 

temporary and independent entity, constituted for a single five-year mandate, created with the 

purpose of selecting the members of the first Board for Judges’ Evaluation and Career  

(hereinafter referred to as – the Board) and of monitoring the judges’ evaluation process. 
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Article 7. The Committee’s Composition and Organization  

(1) The Committee is composed of ten (10) members, designated as follows: 

a) Parliament of the Republic of Moldova – five (5) members, selected by the Legal 

Committee on Appointment and Immunities; 

b) The Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, based on the proposals received from 

international organisations and from the development partners of the Republic of Moldova 

involved in the justice sector reform, – five (5) foreign experts, who enjoy an irreproachable 

reputation and hold at least ten (10) years of experience in the area of law, preferably former 

judges or former prosecutors. 

(2) Upon designating the Committee’s members, ensuring of a gender-based balance shall 

be taken into account. 

(3) The Committee’s members, designated according to paragraph (1) letter a), must enjoy 

an irreproachable reputation and hold at least ten (10) years of experience in the area of law, and 

should be former or current judges who worked in this position at least ten (10) years, or be 

former judges of the Constitutional Court. 

(4) According to paragraph (1) letter a), the persons, who held the membership of a political 

party in the last five (5) years, cannot be designated as Committee members.    

(5) The Committee carries out its activities independently and transparently, in compliance 

with the present law and based on the Regulations of the Committee’s Activities, approved by 

the Committee. Any interference in the Committee’s activities and decision-making process shall 

be forbidden. 

(6) Within thirty (30) days from the date the present law takes effect, the entities specified 

by paragraph (1) shall designate the Committee members, who commence their activity upon the 

designation of at least six (6) members. 

(7) A member of the Committee can be revoked by the entity that designated him/her, at 

the proposal of the Committee, in situations of incompatibility, impossibility of exercising the 

functional duties or in case of absence from two (2) consecutive Committee meetings. 

(8) In case of the position’s vacancy or of revoking the Committee member, another 

member shall be appointed by the same entity who designated the prior member, according to 

the present article.  

(9) The Committee is chaired by a President, who is assisted by a Vice-president, both 

elected by the Committee from its members. 

(10) For each attended session, the Committee members shall receive a compensation that 

is equivalent with one-twentieth (1/20) of the salary of the Supreme Court of Justice judges (note: 

with the exception of foreign experts who are to be paid by partners). 

(11) The Committee’s Secretariat is ensured by the Superior Council of Magistracy.  

 

Article 8. The Duties of the Committee 

(1) Selects the members of the first Board for Judicial Evaluation and Career; 

(2) Monitors the activities of the first Board; 

(3) Delivers to the Board opinions and recommendations, upon the request of Board’s 

members or Committee’s members. 
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Chapter 3 

THE BOARD FOR JUDICIAL EVALUATION AND CAREER  

 

Article 9. The Board for Judicial Evaluation and Career  

The Board shall be constituted around the Superior Council of Magistracy and the 

purpose is of ensuring the evaluation of judges’ performance and interests.  

Article 10. The Organisation and Functioning of the first Board designated by the 

Committee 

(1) The provisions of the present law are applicable to the organisation and functioning of 

the first Board, save for the exceptions provided for by the present article. 

(2) Within sixty days from the date the present law takes effect, the Committee designates 

the members of the first Board for a five-year mandate, according to the ratio provided for at 

Article 11.  

(3) The Board member can be revoked by the Committee, if situations of incompatibility, 

impossibility of exercising functional duties occur.  In case of vacancy or a Board member is 

revoked, another member shall be appointed by the Committee.  

 

Article 11. Composition, organisation and functioning of the Board             

(1) The Board is composed of ten (10) members, designated/elected as follows: 

a) Six judges from the courts of all tiers, as follows: two judges from the Supreme Court 

of Justice, two judges from the appellate courts and two judges from trial courts who have been 

appointed until age tenure; 

b) Three representatives of civil society, designated by Parliament; 

c) One representative of the National Institute of Justice. 

(2) Upon designating the Board members, an increased gender balance shall be taken into 

account.  

(3) The elected judges, as Board members, mentioned at paragraph (1) letter a) shall be 

seconded during the exercise of mandate, being paid monthly for the period of activity in the 

Committee, with the salary of the Supreme Court of Justice’s judge of a work tenure as a judge 

of over 16 years, and the persons stipulated at paragraph (1) letter b) and  c) shall benefit, for  

each session in attendance, of a compensation equivalent of one twelfth  (1/12) of the salary of 

the Supreme Court of Justice’s judge with over 16 years of working tenure as a judge. 

(4) The Board members who are seconded shall not exercise activity, other than the 

didactic, creation, scientific, sports, arbitration or within non-governmental organisations. 

(5) The Board’s member mandate is four (4) years. A Board member shall not be elected 

or appointed for two mandates consecutively. 

(6) The following persons shall not be designated as Board members, per paragraph (1) 

letter b) and c): 

a) Members of a political party in the last five years; 

b) Husband, wife, concubine, parents, brothers, sisters, children or spouses of  judges’ 

children. 

(7) Any interference in the Board’s activity and in the decision-making process shall be 

forbidden.  
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(8) The Board members and its Secretariat members are required to respect the provisions 

of Article 12 of the Law No. 133/2016 on Declaration of Assets and Personal Interests, as well 

as to report to the Superior Council of Magistracy any attempt of influencing him/her. The 

Superior Council of Magistracy shall resolve the conflicts of interests by virtue of Article 12 of 

the Law No. 133/2016 and of recusals formulated by the members or by the evaluated person.  

 

Article 12. Election and Appointment of Board Members 

(1) The Board members on behalf of judiciary are elected by the General Assembly of 

Judges. 

(2) The Board members on behalf of civil society representatives (including from the civil 

society organisations and academia) are elected by the Parliament, with the vote of 61 deputies 

(MPs). These shall be well-known persons in the area legal area and shall enjoy an irreproachable 

reputation in the society.  

(3) The Board members on behalf of civil society are required to respect the restrictions 

specified  at Article 8 paragraph (1) letter b) and c) and  paragraph (3) of the Law on the Status 

of Judge.  

(4) In case of impossibility of a Board member to exercise his/her duties, the body that 

elected/designated him/her shall ensure, within thirty days, the election/designation of a new 

member of the Board for the rest of the mandate. 

(5) The members of the Superior Council of Magistracy, members of the Disciplinary 

Board and judicial inspectors shall not be elected as the Board’s members.   

(6) The Board is chaired by a President, who is elected at the first session by open vote of 

the majority of Board members. 

 

Article 13. The Competencies of the Board 

 (1) The Board has the following competencies: 

  a) Reviews the files of the candidates to judicial positions, the documents presented by 

the candidates and those related to the candidates;  

b) Reviews the files of the judges subjected to the evaluation, the documents presented 

by the candidates and those related to the candidates; 

c) Organises and conducts interviews with the judges subjected to evaluation; 

d) Adopts decisions in relation to the judges subjected to evaluation; 

e) Designates the Board members responsible for monitoring the activities carried out by 

the evaluated judges within court sessions/hearings; 

f) Presents to the National Institute of Justice proposals for developing and improving the 

judges continuing legal education programs; 

g) Reviews the files and documents presented by the judges who request the promotion to 

higher court, appointment in the position of court’s president or vice-president, transfer to a court 

of the same tier or a lower court, as well as documents related to concerned judges; 

h) Organises and conducts interviews with the candidates to the judicial positions, judges 

who request the promotion to higher court, appointment in the position of court’s president or 

vice-president, transfer to a court of the same tier or a lower court; 

i) According to selection criteria, score the candidates to judicial positions; 

j) According to compliant promotion criteria, score the judges who request the promotion 

to a higher court; 
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k) According to compliant promotion criteria, score the judges who request the 

appointment to the court’s president or vice-president positions; 

l) According to compliant transfer criteria, score the judges who request the transfer to a 

court of the same tier or to a lower court; 

m) Adopts reasoned decisions/reports about the acceptance or rejection of candidates for 

the judicial positions, about the promotion of judges to a higher court, about the appointment to 

courts’ president or vice-president positions or about the transfer of judges to a court of the same 

tier or to a lower court and presents these to the Superior Council of Magistracy for the review 

the second day after the expiration of the timeframe for appealing the decisions; 

n) Drafts normative documents pertaining to the Board’s well-functioning. The normative 

documents shall be approved by the Superior Council of Magistracy. 

(2) During the evaluation process, the Board shall be impartial, objective, transparent, 

ensuring an equal treatment of judges subjected to evaluation. 

(3) In the process of selecting the judges for their promotion to a higher court, the 

appointment to the courts’ president and vice-president positions or the transfer to a court of the 

same tier or  to a lower court, at least 50% shall constitute the result of evaluating the professional 

activity and no more than 50% of the score provided by the Board and depending on the case, by 

the Superior Council of Magistracy. 

 

Article 14. Rights and Obligations of Board Members  

(1) The Board members are entitled to receive preliminarily the documents presented to 

the Board for review in order to study them. 

(2) The Board members are obliged: 

a) To exercise their duties in compliance with the law; 

b) Upon the request of the Board’s president, to prepare the documents needed to the 

sessions; 

c) To vote “for” or “against” on the matters included in the agenda and reason their option; 

d) To observe the confidentiality of information reviewed during the exercise of their 

mandate. 

 

Article 15. Recusal and Abstaining  

(1) A Board member shall state that he/she abstains from participating in the Board’s 

activities in case he/she can cast doubts regarding the objectivity and impartiality of his/her 

decisions. For the same reasons, the judge subject to evaluation shall request the recusal of 

Board’s member.  

(2) The recusal or abstaining shall be reasoned and expressed in writing, prior to the review 

of the candidate’s dossier. 

(3) The decision about recusal or abstaining shall be adopted with the vote of the majority 

of the Board members, present at the session and in the absence of the member, whose recusal or 

abstaining is solved. 

 

Article 16. The Board’s sessions 

(1) The Board shall convene in regular sessions, depending on the needs. 
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(2) The sessions shall be deliberative, if attended by at least six members. The Board’s 

sessions shall be compulsory attended by the judges subjected to evaluation.  Also, the sessions 

can be attended by the persons who requested the initiation of judges’ evaluation procedure. 

(3) The Board shall review, within a month, the documents presented by the Secretariat of 

the Superior Council of Magistracy. 

(4) The Board’s activity shall be governed by Regulations approved by the Superior 

Council of Magistracy. 

(5)  The debates within the Board’s sessions shall be recorded in a minutes document and 

shall also be audio recorded. The session’s audio recording shall be attached to the minutes. The 

minutes shall be drafted within three business days and signed by the session’s chairperson and 

by the secretary. 

Article 17. Ensuring the Board’s Activities and Secretarial Activities 

(1) The Board’s technical and material basis shall be ensured by the Superior Council of 

Magistracy. 

(2) The Superior Council of Magistracy shall hire at least three persons for ensuring the 

Board’s secretarial activities.  

 

Chapter 4 

THE EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

 

Article 18. The Principles of Judicial Evaluation 

The Board shall organise and conduct the judicial evaluation based on the following 

principles: 

a) Lawfulness; 

b) Confidentiality, protection of personal data private life; 

c) Human and professional dignity; 

d) Observance of judges’ constitutional guarantees;  

e) Evaluation of judges based on integrity and professional activity criteria; 

f) Transparency, via publication of information regarding the organisation and evaluation 

mechanism; 

g) Equal treatment, by applying the evaluation a non-discriminatory manner based on 

objective and clearly defined criteria, so than any judge enjoys equal chances. 

 

 

Article 19. Judicial Evaluation Criteria 

Judges shall be evaluated based on the following criteria, with regards to:  

1. Institutional integrity and the observance of the conflict of interests’ regime, substantial 

differences, and personal interests, in compliance with the provisions of the Law No. 

325/2013 on Evaluation of Institutional Integrity, of Law No. 82/2017 on Integrity and 

by the provisions of LawNo.133 on Declaration of Assets and Personal Interests.  

2) Professional activity: 

a) Professional experience in the judiciary; 

b) Observance of reasonable timeframe in the process of doing justice and reasoning the 

decisions; 
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c) Absence of ECHR violations ascertained by ECtHR in relation to the decisions rendered 

in the past five (5) years of activity, as well as of the cases radiated from ECtHR’s docket based 

on Article 39 of ECHR; 

d) Lack of active disciplinary sanctions; 

e) Judicial professional training at the national and international level; 

f) Didactic activity within the National Institute of Justice and/or higher education 

institutions of legal specialty; 

g) Holding of scientific degrees; 

h) Knowledge of foreign languages of international use. 

 

Article 20. Access to Information 

(1) The Board has access to information needed in order to evaluate judges based on the 

criteria provided for by Article 18, according to the purpose sought, from the courts, as well as 

from the automatized information systems managed by the National Integrity Authority (e-

declaration and e-integrity), Ministry of Internal Affairs (The Contraventions Registry”, Border 

Police), Public Services Agency (SIAS “Population registry”, SIAS “Vehicles registry”, SIAS 

“Real Estate registry”), Integrated Case management System (ICMS) SRS Femida (Civil 

Aeronautic Agency). In this case, the mentioned authorities, within at most fifteen (15) days shall 

be bound to provide to the Board the requested information, free of charge and in an 

unconditioned manner.  

(2) The Board shall request the National Integrity Authority information regarding the 

observance of regime of declaration of assets and personal interests by the judges, subjected to 

evaluation. 

(3) Within the integrity verification procedure, the Board shall accumulate and verify 

information about the wealth and assets regardless of their place and their legal regime, including 

overseas. The Board can verify the assets of close persons, in the meaning of Law No. 133/2016 

on Declaration of Assets and Personal Interests, as well as of other persons who have offered any 

benefits to the evaluated person.  

(4) The verification of the absence of any ECHR violations by the ECtHR with regards to 

the judicial decisions passed by the evaluated judge during the last five (5) years of activity, as 

well as of the cases radiated from the ECtHR’s docket, based on Article 39 of ECHR, the Board 

may request the Governmental Agent to provide information about the ECtHR’s cases against 

the Republic of Moldova where the respective judge is/was involved. 

(5) Within the evaluation procedure, the Board shall request from the evaluated judges 

explanations with regards to any aspect that is subject to evaluation, can request information from 

any public authority, specialist’s conclusions, forensic expertise, that are all provided free of 

charge. 

(6) The Board rafts a reasoned report where for each judge, subjected to evaluation, the 

criteria provided for by Article 19 are reflected. 

(7) The person subjected to evaluation has access to any information held by the Board and 

that is related to, being entitled to the right to provide additional evidence, clarifications of these, 

as well as to invite persons other than those indicated at paragraph (3). 

 

Article 21. The Mechanism of Evaluating the Collected Information 
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(1) The evaluation takes place in closed session, via the analysis of all the information 

collected and hearing of the person subjected to evaluation.  The person is offered sufficient time 

to sustain his/her position and to present justifiable information.  

(2) The persons subjected to evaluation shall be established randomly, based on the 

provisions of the Boards’ Regulations. 

(3) The judges who is to be evaluated shall be informed with at least thirty (30) days before 

about the date, time and place of evaluation, by registered mail or other provable means of 

summoning. 

(5) The evaluation is carried out in two stages: 

a) Integrity evaluation; 

b) Evaluation of professional activity of persons who promoted the stage stipulated by 

letter a). 

(6) If for this at least six (6) Board members cast their votes, it is considered that the judge 

passed the integrity evaluation.  

(7) The judge can refuse at any time to be subjected to evaluation. The refusal to be 

subjected to the evaluation of interests shall constitute the basis for judge’s dismissal. Within the 

conditions of the present paragraph, the judge shall be entitled to honorary resignation. 

(8) Judges who are on leave, regardless of the type of leave, shall also be subjects of 

evaluation. 

(9) The Board members shall express themselves through dissenting or concurring 

opinions.  

 

Article 22. The Report on Interests’ Evaluation  

(1) Following the evaluation of a judge’s interests, the Evaluation Board shall adopt, 

depending on the case, one of the following reports:  

a) The reporting on passing the interests’ evaluation, with the rated score “positive”; 

b) The reporting on failure to pass the interests’ evaluation, with the rated score 

“negative”.  

(2) In case of establishing the circumstances, provided for by paragraph (1) letter. b), the 

decision of the Evaluation Board shall constitute a legal basis for suspension and the initiation 

by the Superior Council of Magistracy of the person’s dismissal procedure from the judicial 

position, with the ban to hold public office for five (5) years, including of the right to be an 

attorney (lawyer), notary, bailiff or bankruptcy administrator.  

 

 

Article 23. Confidentiality of Information  

1. The members of the Evaluation Board, as well as the members of the Superior Council 

of Magistracy, who learned data and information that is not public or is state secret, banking 

secret, commercial or tax secret are required not to disclose this information within the exercise 

of their duties as well as after the termination of their duties. 

 

Article 24. The Evaluation Forms of Judges’ Professional Activity 

(1) Professional activity shall not be evaluated in case the evaluation of integrity has not 

been passed.  
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(2) The evaluation of professional activity is decided by granting the score as provided for 

in the Board’s Regulations.   

(3) The judge’s professional evaluation shall be carried out in two forms: 

a) Ordinary periodical evaluation; 

b) Extraordinary evaluation. 

(4) The judge is subject to professional evaluation on an extraordinary basis in case of: 

a) Appointment until the age tenure; 

b) Promotion to a higher court; 

c) Appointment in the president and vice-president positions; 

d) Transfer to a court of the same tier or to a lower court. 

(5) Extraordinary evaluation shall not be carried out if in the last three (3) years the judge 

has been subject to ordinary periodic evaluation. 

(6) The extraordinary evaluation shall be initiated by the members of the Superior Council 

of Magistracy.  

(7) The procedure and detailed criteria of judges’ professional evaluation shall be provided 

for in the Regulations of the Superior Council of Magistracy, that is published in Monitorul 

Oficial (Official  Gazette) of the Republic of Moldova and on the Council’s webpage. 

 

Article 25. Adoption of Decisions 

(1) Decisions of the Board on promotion shall be adopted with an open vote of at least six 

(6) members who voted “For”, in the absence of persons invited to the session and in the absence 

of the judge subject to evaluation. 

(2) The Board’s decisions shall include: 

a) Description of judge’s activity in the period subject to evaluation; 

b) Professional, administrative or organisational deficiencies from the judge's activities, 

and in case there are such, also the Board’s recommendations on their avoidance or exclusion; 

c) Any other important information from the Board’s perspective.  

(3) The Board’s decisions shall be issued in written and must be reasoned. If some of the 

Board’s members have concurrent/dissenting opinions in relation to the issued decision, the latter 

has to express it in writing, outlining the reasons. The document shall be attached to the dossier. 

The decisions are signed by the Board’s President and members who attended the session. 

 

 

 

Article 26. Legal Consequences of Passing or Failing the Evaluation  

(1) According to Article 18 paragraph (4), the Board’s decision is communicated to the 

evaluated person and to the Superior Council of Magistracy, within five (5) working days.  

(2) The person who passed the integrity and professional activity evaluation shall continue 

his/her activity in the position held.  

(3) The person who failed to pass the integrity evaluation shall be dismissed according to 

the law. 

(4) The Board’s decision about failure to pass the professional activity and related 

documents are transmitted to the Disciplinary Board for the initiation of the disciplinary 

procedure according to the provisions of Law No. 178 of 25.07.2014 in Judges’ Disciplinary 

Liability. (Note: the Law No.178 shall be amended accordingly in order to include “non-
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compliance with the professional activity criteria” as the reason and also provide for disciplinary 

sanctions such  as: the transfer to a lower court, dismissal from leadership positions, downgrading 

the qualification rank). 

 (5) The Board’s decision shall be appealed according to the procedure provided for in the 

Administrative Code. 

 

Chapter 4 

JUDICIAL CAREER 

 

Article 27. Judicial Career 

The career of a judge involves his/her promotion to a higher court, his/her appointment as 

the court’s president, vide-president and the judge’s transfer to a court of the same tier or to a 

lower court.  

 

Article 28. Criteria for appointment of judges to court’s president or vice-president 

positions, judges’ promotion and transfer 

(1) Promotion to a judicial position in a higher court, appointment to courts’ president and 

vice-president positions and judge’s transfer to a court of the same tier or to a lower court shall 

be carried out based on some clear, transparent, objective and merit-based criteria.  

(2) The Regulations passed by the Superior Council of Magistracy can provide for that all 

candidates to the courts’ president and vice-president positions, promotion of the judge to a 

higher court, the judge’s transfer to a court of the same tier or to a lower court shall be evaluated 

by the Superior Council of Magistracy. The ratio of the evaluation’s result for the competition’s 

average shall not exceed 20%. 

(3) Within the selection processes of candidates-judges for the promotion to a higher court, 

appointment as courts’ president and vice-president, transfer to a court of the same tier or to a to 

a lower court the following basic criteria shall be taken into account: 

a) Level of knowledge and professional skills; 

b) Capacity to apply the knowledge in practice; 

c) Judicial seniority or other positions in the legal area; 

d) Qualitative and quantitative indicators of judicial activity or in other positions in the 

legal areas; 

e) Observance of ethical standards; 

f) Scientific and educational activity. 

(3) The Superior Council of Magistracy Regulations shall provide for detailed procedure 

and criteria on: 

a) Promotion of a judge to a higher court; 

b) Appointment of courts’ president or vice-president; 

c) Transfer of a judge to a court of the same tier tor to a lower court. 

(4) The Superior Council of Magistracy’s regulations mentioned at paragraph (3) shall be 

published in Monitorul Oficial (Official Gazette) of the Republic of Moldova and the Superior 

Council of Magistrate’s webpage. 
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Chapter 5 

FINAL AND TRANSITORY PROVISIONS 
Article 29. 

The present law takes effect at the date of its publication in the Monitorul Oficial (Official 

Gazette) of the Republic of Moldova. 

 

Article 30. 

At the date the present law takes effect the Law No. 154 of 5 July 2012 on Judicial 

Selection, Performance Evaluation and Career (published in Monitorul Oficial of the Republic of 

Moldova, 2012, no.190-192, art.636); 

 

Article 31. 

(1) Within sixty (60) days from the date the present law takes effect, the Superior Council 

of Magistracy shall: 

a) Enact the normative acts provided for by law; 

b) Adjust its normative acts in compliance with the present law. 

(2) At the date the present law takes effect, the Judicial Selection and Career Board and 

the Judicial Performance Evaluation Board shall seize their activities and shall dissolute by law. 

(3) Within five (5) years from the date the present law takes effect, judges of all courts 

shall be subject to the integrity and professional activity evaluation, according to the provisions 

of the present law, based on a schedule approved by the Board. 

(4) Upon the expiry of the mandate of the first Integrity and Professional Evaluation Board, 

the following Boards shall have only the tasks to evaluate professional activity. 

(5) Within five (5) months from the date the present law takes effect, the Board will subject 

to  interests’ evaluation the Superior Council of Magistracy members , designated by the General 

Assembly of Judges and judges of Chisinau Appellate Court’s Chamber, specialized in reviewing 

the appeals against the decisions of the Superior Council of Magistracy. 

(6) The decisions of the Superior Council of Magistracy on the documents issued by the 

Evaluation Board within the limits of the present law shall be appealed to the Chisinau Appellate 

Court Specialised Chamber (hereinafter referred to as – the Chamber). 

(7) The Chamber will be composed of five (5) judges designated by the Superior Council 

of Magistracy. The Chamber’s decisions are rendered based on legislation in force. The 

Chamber’s decision are final and binding. 

(8) The judges of the Chamber shall be selected and appointed from judges of trial courts, 

after the evaluation of performances and interests of all members of the Superior Council of 

Magistracy (judicial members), but also after the evaluation of selected judges. 

(9) The evaluation reports of the members of the Superior Council of Magistrate shall be 

appealed at the Supreme Court of Justice. 

(10) The decisions passed by the National Integrity Authority, as well as other supervisory 

institutions concerning a judge shall represent evidence, but do not serve as a basis not to subject 

the judge to a performance and interests evaluation.  

 

SPEAKER OF PARLIAMENT      
 


